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Dear UTC:

I've heard about what's going on with The Jolly Trolley as far as applying for their forbearance from rate
regulation....Docket No. TC-160821

I'd like to tell you my experience with them. I wanted to find a way to enjoy the Island that allowed me to get off at
certain tourist destinations then get back on after I had time to enjoy parts of the Island. My boyfriend and I were
encouraged not to take our car because of the issue of too many cars on the ferry & the worry of not getting a ferry
because they're always booked. So we looked into options on transportation and decided to take the authentic Jolly
Trolley that offered a historic, educational tour. Then we made our decision and came over on foot. We took the
Jolly Trolley all day & took advantage of getting off at the stops we were most interested in seeing and spending
some time at those locations, Roche Harbor, Lime Kiln State Park & the winery. That made ALL the difference. If
you deny the forbearance you take that option away from tourists, they will be forced to use San Juan Transit &
people should be given more then one option. I did not want to take a small bus that didn't offer all the features the
Trolley did. San Juan transit is a bus, the Trolley is an educational experience. Please keep this in mind when
making your decision. My opinion might not mean much, but I wanted to share because the experience we had with
them is making us contemplate actually moving to the Island.

Thank you,

Lindsay Barresi

Sent from my iPhone
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